How Is cis-trans Isomerization Controlled in Dronpa Mutants? A Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics Study.
The reversibly photoactivatable green fluorescent protein analog Dronpa holds great promise as a marker for various new cellular imaging applications. Using a replica exchange method which combines both Hamiltonian and temperature exchanges, the ground-state dynamics of Dronpa and two mutants with increased switching kinetics, Val157Gly and Met159Thr, were compared. The dominant chromophore state was found to be the cis isomer in all three proteins. The simulation data suggest that both mutations strongly increase the chromophore flexibility and cis-trans isomerization rate. We identify three key amino acids, Val157, Met159, and Phe173, which are able to impede the bottom hula-twist transition path, depending on their position and rotameric state. We believe our insights will help to understand the switching process and provide useful information for the design of new variants with improved fluorescence properties.